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L-INFINITY PAIRS AND APPLICATIONS TO SINGULARITIES
NERO BUDUR AND MARCEL RUBIO´
Abstract. Over a field of characteristic zero, every deformation problem with coho-
mology constraints is controlled by a pair consisting of a differential graded Lie algebra
together with a module. Unfortunately, these pairs are usually infinite-dimensional.
We show that every deformation problem with cohomology constraints is controlled by
a typically finite-dimensional L∞ pair. As a first application, we show that for com-
plex algebraic varieties with no weight-zero 1-cohomology classes, the components of
the cohomology jump loci of rank one local systems containing the constant sheaf are
tori. This imposes restrictions on the fundamental groups. The same holds for links
and Milnor fibers.
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1. Introduction
Consider a geometric object endowed with a cohomology theory. How can one describe
all its deformations constrained by the condition that the degree i cohomology vector
space has dimension ≥ k?
The main goal of this article is to provide an answer to this question over fields of
characteristic zero. In order to motivate the general theory, we start with a description
of the applications we give.
1.1. Singular varieties. Let X be a connected topological space having the homotopy
type of a finite CW-complex. The space MB(X) of all rank one C-local systems on X is
identified with the group Hom(π1(X),C
∗) of rank one representations of the fundamental
group π1(X) based at a fixed point of X . MB(X) is an algebraic group, the product
of a finite abelian group with the complex affine torus (C∗)b, where b is the first Betti
number of X .
Define the cohomology jump loci
Σik(X) = {L ∈MB(X) | dimH
i(X,L ) ≥ k}.
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These loci can be endowed with a natural structure of closed subschemes ofMB(X). The
cohomology jump loci are homotopy invariants of the topological space X . Moreover,
Σ1k(X) depends only on π1(X) and k. Hence one can define Σ
1
k(G) for any finitely
presented group G.
There is a Murphy’s Law: every affine scheme of finite type over C can be Σ1k(G)
(respectively, Σik(X)) for some finitely presented group G (respectively, for some finite
CW-complex X).
The cohomology jump loci are known to be special in certain cases. By a subtorus of
MB(X) we mean an algebraic subgroup (C
∗)p ⊂ MB(X). The irreducible components
of (the underlying reduced algebraic set of) Σik(X) were shown to be torsion-translated
subtori if X is a smooth quasi-projective complex algebraic variety [BW15a], a compact
Ka¨hler manifold [Wan16], the complement in a small ball of a complex analytic set
[BW17a], and (without the “torsion” part) if X is a quasi-compact Ka¨hler manifold
[BW17b]. This problem has a long history, starting with Beauville, Catanese, Green-
Lazarsfeld, see [BW17c].
Beyond the smooth case, the torsion-translated subtorus property was shown for
Σ1k(X) = Σ
1
k(π1(X)) for normal varieties X by Arapura, Dimca, and Hain [ADH16].
Also, all Σik(X) satisfy the translated subtorus property for any complex algebraic va-
riety X admitting a morphism to f : X → Y to smooth algebraic variety Y with an
injection f∗ : H1(X,Z) →֒ H1(Y,Z). This follows by applying [BW17d, Theorem 10.1.1]
to Rf∗CX .
A natural question is then how singular can a complex variety X be in order for the
cohomology jump loci to be special?
There is a Murphy’s Law in this direction too. By Simpson [Sim11], Kapovich-Kolla´r
[KK14], and, in the form stated here, by Kapovich [Kap13], any finitely presented group
is the fundamental group of an irreducible projective surface with at most normal cross-
ings and Whitney umbrellas as singularities. Hence, if these singularities are allowed,
any affine scheme of finite type can occur as a Σ1k(X).
We prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a connected complex algebraic variety, possibly reducible. If
W0H
1(X,C) = 0, where W is the weight filtration, then each irreducible component of
the algebraic set Σik(X) containing the constant sheaf is a subtorus of MB(X).
It is known that W0H
1(X,C) = 0 if X is a normal variety, or more generally, if
X is unibranch. The vanishing W0H
1(X,C) = 0 also holds if X is a variety which
admits a morphism to a smooth variety Y with an injection H1(X,Z) →֒ H1(Y,Z), by
functoriality of mixed Hodge structures.
The theorem suggests that the dimension of W0H
1(X,C) should be a topological
invariant for irreducible varieties. If X is compact, this was known by [Web04]. After
we posed this question to M. Saito, he has promptly provided a proof of the topological
invariance beyond the compact case for all equidimensional complex varieties [Sai18], cf.
Remark 4.5.
The proof of the above theorem also works for other spaces behaving like algebraic
varieties, such as links and Milnor fibers of singularities. Let X be a complex projective
variety, Z and Z ′ closed subschemes, Y = Z ∪ Z ′, and assume that the singular locus
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of X is contained in Y . The link of Z in X with Y removed is the complement L =
L(X, Y, Z) := T − Y for a nice neighborhood T of Z in X , see [DH88]. If Z = {x} is
an isolated singularity of X and Z ′ is empty, then L is the usual link of the singularity
(X, x). The cohomology groups and the rational homotopy type of L are endowed with
rational mixed Hodge structures by Durfee-Hain [DH88].
Theorem 1.2. If a connected component L′ of the link L satisfies W0H
1(L′,C) = 0,
then each irreducible component of the algebraic set Σik(L
′) containing the constant sheaf
is a subtorus of MB(L
′).
In particular, one has restrictions on fundamental groups of such links. In contrast,
there is a Murphy’s Law for links too: every finitely presented group is the fundamental
group of a link of an isolated complex singularity of dimension 3, by Kapovich-Kolla´r
[KK14]. Unlike for varieties,W0H
1(L,C) = 0 is not a topological property of a connected
link, by Steenbrink-Stevens [SS84, §3].
For a germ of a holomorphic function f : (Cn, 0) → (C, 0), let F denote the Mil-
nor fiber. A mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of F has been constructed by
Steenbrink [Ste77], Navarro [NA87], and Saito [Sai90].
Theorem 1.3. If a connected component F ′ of the Milnor fiber F satisfiesW0H
1(F ′,C) =
0, then each irreducible component of the algebraic set Σik(F
′) containing the constant
sheaf is a subtorus of MB(F
′).
The condition W0H
1(X) = 0 implies also Morgan-type obstructions on fundamental
groups for varieties, see Proposition 4.7, since the proof of [ADH16, Theorem 1.2] extends
beyond the normal case. In fact, we were informed by R. Hain that this also holds for
links and Milnor fibers, see Proposition 4.9. These obstructions do not depend on the
deformation theory developed below, we only include them for completion.
1.2. Strategy. Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of three fundamental results: deforma-
tion theory with cohomology constraints, an exponential Ax-Lindemann theorem, and
strictness with respect to the weight filtration of the higher multiplication maps on the
cohomology of algebraic varieties.
For a connected topological space X , let ΩDR(X) be Sullivan’s commutative differ-
ential graded algebra (abbreviated cdga from now) of piecewise smooth C-forms on X .
It is known that ΩDR(X) governs the structure of Σ
i
k(X) around the constant sheaf for
all integers i and k according to [DPS09, DP14, BW15b]; the precise meaning of this
statement will be explained in 1.3.
If ΩDR(X) is equivalent to a finite-dimensional cdga, then every component of Σ
i
k(X)
containing the constant sheaf is a subtorus. The reason is that in this case one can
construct closed subschemes R ik(X) in H
1(X,C), called resonance varieties, whose im-
age under the exponential map recovers the components of Σik(X) containing the con-
stant sheaf. Then one can apply the following exponential Ax-Lindemann theorem from
[BW17b, Corollary 2.2]:
Theorem 1.4. Suppose (W, 0) and (V, 1) are analytic germs of two algebraic sets in Cn
and (C∗)n, respectively. If the exponential map exp : Cn → (C∗)n induces an isomor-
phism between (W, 0) and (V, 1), then (V, 1) is the germ of a finite union of subtori.
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It is known that ΩDR(X) is equivalent to a finite-dimensional cdga if X is a quasi-
compact Ka¨hler manifold [Mor78]. Beyond this case, we need a new strategy. The
strategy for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to force finiteness. There will be a price to pay
for doing so. Then one has to improve the deformation theory to make sure the price
paid for finiteness is affordable.
Forcing finiteness for the controlling cdga is not a new idea. We will use the mini-
mality theorem of Kadeishvili which implies that ΩDR(X) is always A∞ equivalent to
the cohomology H(X) endowed with a structure of A∞ algebra, canonical up to A∞
isomorphism. The price paid is having to work with A∞ algebras instead of cdga’s.
An A∞ algebra is a graded vector space A together with graded linear maps
µn : A
⊗n → A
of degree 2 − n for each n ≥ 1, satisfying associativity up to homotopy. Every dga is
an A∞ algebra with µ1 the differential, µ2 the multiplication, and µ>2 = 0. On the
cohomology H(X), µ1 = 0, µ2 is the cup product, and the higher µn are related to the
higher Massey products.
By Cirici-Horel [CH17], for every complex variety X , Sullivan’s de Rham cdga is
equivalent to a cdga admitting an extra grading compatible with the differential and the
multiplication, and inducing the weight filtration on H(X), see Theorem 4.2. This was
first proven by Morgan [Mor78] in the case of smooth varieties and extended by Cirici-
Guille´n [CG14] to possibly singular nilpotent varieties. The approach of [CH17] allows
to remove the nilpotency conditions in the singular case. The result of Cirici-Horel holds
for links and Milnor fibers of singularities as well, cf. Remark 4.3.
Using Theorem 4.2, we prove that the A∞ products on H(X) are strict with respect
to the weight filtration, see Theorem 4.4.
To apply all this, an improved version of deformation theory with cohomology con-
straints is needed, where the A∞ algebra H(X) replaces the cdga ΩDR(X). We will
describe this in the next subsections. For now, to finish describing the proof of The-
orem 1.1, we mention that the condition W0H
1(X) = 0 guarantees finiteness of the
relevant equations describing locally Σik(X) around the constant sheaf. That is, reso-
nance varieties can be again constructed as honest schemes of finite type over C, and
the exponential Ax-Lindemann theorem applies to conclude Theorem 1.1.
In practice, to apply deformation theory we work with differential graded Lie algebras
(abbreviated dgla’s) and L∞ algebras, and with modules over these. We also work not
necessarily only around the constant sheaf. The structure of the loci Σik(X) around a
local system L is governed by the pair
(ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L ))
by [BW15b], as we explain in subsection 1.3, where ΩDR(L ) is the dgl module over
ΩDR(X) obtained from the forms with values in the rank one local system L .
If the dgl pair (ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L )) is equivalent to a finite-dimensional dgl pair, then
the translated-subtorus property holds for every component of Σik(X) containing L ,
by [BW17b, Theorem 1.3]. We improve here on this result as follows. There is an L∞
pair structure unique up to L∞ pair isomorphism on (H(X,C), H(X,L )) making it
equivalent as an L∞ pair with the dgl pair (ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L )), see Theorem 1.6. The
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L∞ algebra structure on H(X,C) is trivial, but the L∞ module structure of H(X,L ) is
not, even when L is the constant sheaf; we call this a canonical L∞ module structure.
When L is the constant sheaf, this is essentially an A∞ algebra structure on H(X,C)
making it A∞ equivalent to the cdga ΩDR(X); we call it a canonical A∞ algebra structure.
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a connected topological space, homotopy equivalent to a finite
CW-complex.
(1) If there exists n0 and a canonical A∞ algebra structure m = (mn)n≥2 on H(X,C)
with
mn(ω, . . . , ω, η) = 0
for all n > n0, ω ∈ H
1(X,C), η ∈ H(X,C), then each irreducible component of the
algebraic set Σik(X) containing the trivial local system is a subtorus of MB(X).
(2) Let L be a rank one local system on X. If there exists n0 and a canonical L∞
module structure m = (mn)n≥2 on H(X,L ) over H(X,C), with
mn(ω, . . . , ω, η) = 0
for all n > n0, ω ∈ H
1(X,C), η ∈ H
q
(X,L ), then every irreducible component of the
algebraic set Σik(X) passing through L is a translated subtorus of MB(X).
Part (1) is satisfied, and therefore implies Theorem 1.1, if W0H
1(X) = 0 for an
algebraic variety, by strictness of the higher multiplication maps on H(X).
1.3. Deformation problems with cohomology constraints. The main technical
part of the article is a general solution for all deformation problems with cohomology
constraints over a field of characteristic zero. We describe now a personal view of the
state-of-the-art and introduce some notation. In the next subsection, we state our re-
sults.
A deformation problem means: describe all the deformations keeping a certain struc-
ture of an object up to isomorphisms. In the presence of a moduli space M, say as
scheme whose closed points parametrize the isomorphism classes of the objects to be
deformed, the deformation problem for an object ρ ∈M is equivalent to describing the
formal germ Mρ of M at ρ.
A principle of Deligne [Del86] says that, over a field of characteristic zero, every
deformation problem is controlled by a dgla, and two equivalent dgla’s describe the
same deformation theory. This means that, as functors on Artinian local algebras, Mρ
is naturally isomorphic to the deformation functor Def(C) attached to some dgla C,
defined as the Maurer-Cartan elements in H1C modulo the gauge action of H0C, and
if C ′ is a dgla equivalent to C, then Def(C) ≃ Def(C ′).
This principle has been illustrated many times, beginning with the work of Goldman-
Millson [GM88], where the bases of the deformation theory in terms of dgla’s were built
upon previous work of Schlessinger, Stasheff.
The passage from functors to actual equations is however only partially answered by
this approach. In order for Def(C) to provide useful equations describingMρ, one would
need at least that C is finite-dimensional. Typically this is not the case, e.g. ΩDR(X).
The approach via dgla’s to deformation theory is particularly successful in the situa-
tion when C is equivalent to its cohomology dgla HC, that is, when C is a formal dgla.
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Typically, HC is finite-dimensional. In addition, the vanishing of the differential in HC
translates into a beautiful answer for the deformation problem in terms of the linear
algebra of the Lie bracket on HC: the space M has quadratic singularities at ρ up to
gauge, see [GM88] and [Man04] for more on this subject.
Beyond formality, the approach via dgla’s to deformation problems lacks the necessary
power to provide equations. Unless one is able to find at least an equivalent finite-
dimensional dgla, however this is typically a difficult process, and in no way guaranteed.
The final answer to providing equations for Mρ even beyond formality is given by
L∞ algebras. These come with a possibly-infinite series of “higher-order operations” li
with i ≥ 1. Those L∞ algebras with li = 0 for i > 2 are precisely dgla’s, in which
case l1 is the differential and l2 is the Lie bracket. The Maurer-Cartan equations for
L∞ algebras involve the higher operations li as well. There is by now a well-established
deformation theory in terms of L∞ algebras, due to Fukaya, Konstevich, Soibelman,
Manetti, etc. Namely, one can define a deformation functor via Maurer-Cartan elements
modulo homotopy equivalence, two equivalent L∞ algebras give the same deformation
functor, and that this recovers the deformation theory via dgla’s. Moreover, every dgla
C is L∞ equivalent to its cohomology HC endowed with an L∞ structure canonical up
to L∞ isomorphism. Hence Mρ is given by the L∞ Maurer-Cartan equations in the
affine space H1C modulo homotopy equivalence. The quadraticity from the formal case
is a reflection of the fact that in that case only the (quadratic) Lie bracket l2 is involved
in the Maurer-Cartan equations. The solutions of the L∞ Maurer-Cartan equations in
H1C, that is before taking the quotient modulo homotopy equivalence, describe locally
the mini-versal deformation space, or the Kuranishi space, of ρ.
By a deformation problem with cohomology constraints we mean that the objects to
be deformed come with a cohomology theory and that we would like to describe those
deformations whose i degree cohomology has dimension ≥ k. In the presence of a
moduli spaceM of objects with a cohomology theory, this type of problem is equivalent
to describing inside M the formal germs at ρ ∈ M of the cohomology jump loci, also
known as the generalized Brill-Noether loci,
V ik = {ρ ∈M | dimH
i(ρ) ≥ k}
endowed with the natural structure of subschemes of M, for all i and k.
Deligne’s principle has been extended by Budur-Wang [BW15b] to this type of prob-
lems: every deformation problem with cohomology constraints over a field of charac-
teristic zero is controlled by a pair consisting of a dgla together with a dgl module,
and two equivalent dgl pairs describe the same deformation problem with cohomology
constraints.
More precisely, given an object ρ ∈ M, one has an attached dgla C controlling the
germ Mρ. C is typically an endomorphism object, and as such, it comes with a natural
dgl module M on which it acts, and such that H iM = H i(ρ). Then the pair (C,M)
describes locally at ρ the cohomology jump loci V ik for all i and k at once. This means
that one can attach subfunctors Defik(C,M) of Def(C) that are naturally isomorphic
to the functors associated to the formal germs (V ik)ρ of V
i
k at ρ. Moreover, for two
equivalent dgl pairs, the cohomology jump subfunctors Def ik are isomorphic [BW15b].
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The approach via dgl pairs to cohomology jump loci is successful in the situation when
the pair (C,M) is equivalent to its cohomology pair (HC,HM), that is, when (C,M) is
a formal dgl pair. Typically (HC,HM) is finite-dimensional. In addition, the vanishing
of the differentials in (HC,HM) translates into a beautiful answer for the deformation
problem with cohomology constraints in terms of the linear algebra of the multiplication
map HC ⊗HM → HM : the cohomology jump loci V ik are locally given at ρ by certain
determinantal ideals, the so-called cohomology jump ideals, depending on i and k of the
matrices of linear forms corresponding to the above multiplication map. In particular,
if ρ is generic in the sense that ρ ∈ V ik \ V
i
k+1, then locally at ρ the locus V
i
k is cut
out by linear equations from the quadratic space Mρ. Thus (V
i
k)ρ also has quadratic
singularities in this case, see [BW15b].
The “generic” loci {V ik\V
i
k+1 | i ∈ Z} –that is, deformations with the same cohomology–
are equivalently handled by Manetti’s deformation functor Defχ in [Man07], where
χ : C → End(M) is a dgla morphism with (C,M) a dgl pair. However, the non-
generic structure of the scheme V ik is much more complicated even if generically it is
not. In fact, in Theorem 1.7 we will see that away from the generic locus, the Zariski
tangent spaces of V ik are the full tangent space of the ambient moduli.
1.4. Cohomology jump loci via L∞ pairs. How does one describe locally the coho-
mology jump loci over a field of characteristic zero in the absence of formality for the
controlling dgl pair? We provide the answer in terms of L∞ pairs. More precisely, we
develop the theory of cohomology jump subfunctors
Def ik(L,M) ⊂ Def(L)
for any pair (L,M) consisting of an L∞ algebra L together with an L∞ module M , such
that it extends the theory for dgl pairs from [BW15b]. This combines the higher L∞
multiplication maps with the theory of cohomology jump ideals. The main result is:
Theorem 1.6. Let (C,M) be a dgl pair over a field of characteristic zero. On the associ-
ated cohomology pair (HC,HM) there exists an L∞ pair structure with zero differentials
and with second-order multiplication maps induced from (C,M), unique up to isomor-
phisms of L∞ pairs, such that (C,M) and (HC,HM) are L∞ equivalent. Moreover, the
cohomology jump subfunctors of the L∞ pair (HC,HM)
Defik(HC,HM) ⊂ Def(HC)
are naturally isomorphic to the cohomology jump subfunctors of the dgl pair (C,M)
Def ik(C,M) ⊂ Def(C)
for all i, k ∈ Z.
The upshot is: given a deformation problem with cohomology constraints
(1.4.1) {(V ik)ρ ⊂Mρ | i, k ∈ Z},
let (C,M) be a dgl pair controlling it; then (1.4.1) is the same as the collections of
subfunctors defined via the L∞ pair structure
(1.4.2) {Defik(HC,HM) ⊂ Def(HC) | i, k ∈ Z}.
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If the cohomology pair (HC,HM) is finite-dimensional, which is typically the case in
applications, (1.4.2) provides equations for (1.4.1) in terms of the cohomology jump
ideals of the associated L∞ multiplication maps, up to homotopy equivalence.
We determine the Zariski tangent spaces to the cohomology jump functors:
Theorem 1.7. Let (C,M) be a dgl pair or, more generally, an L∞ pair, over a field of
characteristic zero. Let hi = dimH
iM . The Zariski tangent spaces to the functors
Defi0(C,M) = Def(C) ⊃ . . . ⊃ Def
i
k(C,M) ⊃ . . . ⊃ Def
i
hi+1
(C,M) = ∅
are: the full Zariski tangent space T Def(C) = H1C if k < hi; empty if k > hi; and if
k = hi, equal to the kernel of the linear map
H1C →
⊕
j=i−1,i
Hom(HjM,Hj+1M)
induced from the module multiplication maps H1C ⊗HjM → Hj+1M.
In particular, the Zariski tangent spaces of cohomology jump loci V ik at points in V
i
k+1
are equal to the full Zariski tangent space of the ambient moduli space M = V i0. This
statement is to our knowledge new for higher rank local systems, but also for vector
bundles on higher dimensional varieties.
We use the L∞ pairs theory to give a proof of an open problem on finite dimensional
cdga’s of Suciu [Suc16, Problem 3.2]:
Theorem 1.8. Let (A =
⊕
i≥0A
i, d) be a cdga over the field C, with A0 = C and all
Ai finite dimensional. Then the tangent cone at 0 of the resonance variety Rik(A) is
contained in the resonance variety Rik(H) of the cohomology cdga H = H(A).
Here H1 is identified with the 1-cocycles of (A, d), and
Rik(A) := {a ∈ H
1 | dimH i(A, d+ a) ≥ k},
Rik(H) := {a ∈ H
1 | dimH i(H, a) ≥ k}.
In a sequel to this article, we will apply the L∞ pairs theory developed here to Brill-
Noether loci of vector bundles on smooth projective varieties.
1.5. Organization. Section 2 is contains the main definitions and properties of L∞
pairs, the material being standard or straight-forward if new. In Section 3, the technical
core of the article, we introduce the cohomology jump functors of an L∞ pair, and prove
Theorems 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8. Section 4 contains the applications to local systems, namely
the proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.5.
1.6. Acknowledgement. We thank D. Arapura, J. Cirici, R. Hain, J. Kolla´r, Y. Liu,
D. Petersen, M. Saito, B. Shoikhet, A. Suciu, S. Yalin, B. Wang, M. Zambon, and the
referees for comments and discussions. The authors were partly supported by the grant
STRT/13/005 from KU Leuven, the Methusalem grant METH/15/026, and the grants
G0B2115N, G097819N, G0F4216N from FWO.
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2. L∞ pairs
Throughout this paperK is a fixed field of characteristic zero. Art denotes the category
of commutative Artinian local finite type K-algebras. All the vector spaces we consider
are over K unless mentioned otherwise. By a complex we mean a cochain complex.
2.1. L∞ algebras. We review basic notions, see [LM95,Kon03,LV12].
Notation 2.1. For a graded vector space L =
⊕
i∈N L
i and a homogeneous element
a ∈ L, we denote by |a| the degree of a. For two homogeneous elements a, b ∈ L,
the Koszul sign of their transposition is defined as (−1)|a||b|. More generally, for n
homogeneous elements a1, . . . , an ∈ L, and any n-permutation σ, the Koszul sign χ(σ) =
χ(σ; |a1|, . . . , |an|) is the product of the Koszul signs of the transpositions necessary to
permute (aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n)) to (a1, . . . , an).
Definition 2.2. A graded antisymmetric multilinear map on a graded vector space L is
a linear map of graded vector spaces
ln : L
⊗n → L
such that
ln(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n)) = χ(σ)ln(a1, . . . , an)
for every n-permutation σ and homogeneous ai ∈ L, where we write commas instead of
tensor symbols between the ai.
Definition 2.3. An L∞ algebra is a graded vector space L together with a collection of
graded antisymmetric multilinear maps
{ln : L
⊗n → L}n≥1
called the higher-order L∞ multiplication maps, such that ln has degree 2 − n and the
generalized Jacobi identity∑
i+j=n+1
∑
σ∈Σ(i,n−i)
χ(σ)(−1)i(j−1)lj(li(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(i)), aσ(i+1), . . . , aσ(n)) = 0
holds for any homogeneous elements a1, . . . , an ∈ L, where Σ(i, n− i) is the set of
(i, n− i)-unshuffles with i ≥ 1, that is, the subset of n-permutations σ such that σ(1) <
· · · < σ(i) and σ(i+ 1) < · · · < σ(n).
For a simpler notation, we will denote
Sn = {(i, j, σ) | σ ∈ Σ(i, n− i), i ≥ 1, and i+ j = n+ 1}
I = (1, . . . , n), aσ(I) = (aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n)),
and the generalized Jacobi identity as:∑
(i,j,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(j−1)lj(li ⊗ 1
⊗(j−1))(aσ(I)) = 0.
By definition, (L, l1) is a complex and we will denote by HL the cohomology of (L, l1).
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Definition 2.4. A morphism of L∞ algebras f : L→ L
′ is a collection of degree 1− k
graded antisymmetric multilinear maps
{fk : L
⊗k → L′}k≥1
such that for any aI = (a1, . . . , an) with ai ∈ L homogeneous and n ≥ 1,∑
(i,j,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(j−1)fj(li ⊗ 1
⊗(j−1))(aσ(I)) =
=
∑
(k1,...,kj ,τ)∈Sj,n
χ(τ)(−1)εl′j(fk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fkj)(aτ(I)),
where: l and l′ are the structure operations on L and L′ respectively; Sj,n is the set of
tuples (k1, . . . , kj, τ) with ki ≥ 1, k1 + . . . + kj = n, and τ is an n-permutation which
preserves the order within each block of length ki; and
ε = (j − 1)(k1 − 1) + (j − 2)(k2 − 1) + . . .+ 2(kj−2 − 1) + (kj−1 − 1).
Definition 2.5. A morphism of L∞ algebras f : L → L
′ is a weak equivalence if the
map of complexes f1 : (L, l1)→ (L
′, l′1) is a quasi-isomorphism.
2.2. A∞ algebras. A source of L∞ algebras are the A∞ algebras. We follow [Kel01,
LM95] to recall some definitions and facts.
Definition 2.6. An A∞ algebra is a Z-graded vector space A =
⊕
r∈NA
r together with
a collection of degree 2− n multilinear maps{
νn : A
⊗n → A
}
n≥1
that satisfy the generalized associative relation:∑
p+q+r=n
(−1)p+qrνp+r+1(1
⊗p ⊗ νq ⊗ 1
⊗r) = 0
for n ≥ 1. When applied to elements, these formulas acquire extra signs according to
the Koszul rule.
A morphism of A∞ algebras f : (A, ν) → (B, ν
′) is a collection of degree 1 − n
multilinear maps {
fn : A
⊗n −→ B
}
n≥1
satisfying the relation∑
p+q+r=n
p+r+1=k
(−1)p+qrfk(1
⊗p ⊗ νq ⊗ 1
⊗r) =
∑
i1+···+ik=n
(−1)εν ′k(fi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fik)
for k, n ≥ 1, where ε is the same as in Definition 2.4, i.e.
ε = (k − 1)(i1 − 1) + (k − 2)(i2 − 1) + · · ·+ 2(ik−2 − 1) + (ik−1 − 1).
We say that an A∞ morphism is a weak equivalence if f1 is a quasi-isomorphism.
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Proposition 2.7. [LM95] Given an A∞ algebra structure {νn} on a graded vector space
A, one can associate to it an L∞ algebra structure {ln} on A: for a1, . . . , an ∈ A,
ln(a1, . . . , an) :=
∑
σ
χ(σ)νn(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n)),
where the sum is over all n-permutations. This correspondence defines a functor from
the category of A∞ algebras to that of L∞ algebras preserving weak equivalences.
2.3. L∞ modules.
Definition 2.8. Let L be an L∞ algebra with l = {ln}n≥1 as structure maps. Let M be
a differential graded vector space with differential denoted m1; in this article we always
assume that M is bounded above, and has finitely generated cohomology. A structure
of (left) L∞ module over L on M is a collection of graded linear maps
{mn : L
⊗(n−1) ⊗M →M}n≥1
such that mn has degree 2− n and∑
(i,j,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(j−1)mj(mi ⊗ 1
⊗(j−1))(ξσ(I)) = 0,
for every homogeneous elements ξ1, . . . , ξn−1 ∈ L and ξn ∈ M , subject to the following
convention. Note first that by definition if (i, j, σ) ∈ Sn, then either σ(i) = n or
σ(n) = n. In the first case one defines
mj(mi ⊗ 1
⊗(j−1))(ξσ(I)) = κ ·mj(1
⊗(j−1) ⊗mi)(ξσ(i+1), . . . , ξσ(n), ξσ(1), . . . , ξσ(i)),
where
κ = (−1)j−1 · (−1)(i+|ξσ(1)|+···+|ξσ(i)|)·(|ξσ(i+1)|+···+|ξσ(n)|)
according to the Koszul sign convention. In the second case we take mi = li.
By definition, (M,m1) is a complex. We will denote by HM the cohomology of
(M,m1) as a graded vector space.
Definition 2.9. A morphism of L∞ modules f : (M,m) → (M
′, m′) between two L-
modules is a collection of degree 1− k graded antisymmetric multilinear maps
{fk : L
⊗(k−1) ⊗M →M ′}k≥1
such that for n ≥ 1∑
(i,j,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(j−1)fj(mi ⊗ 1
⊗(j−1))(ξσ(I)) =∑
(k1,...,kj ,τ)∈Sj,n
χ(τ)(−1)εm′j(fk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fkj)(ξτ(I))
for all homogeneous ξ1, . . . , ξn−1 ∈ L and ξn ∈M , with the conventions as in Definition
2.8, and with ε as in Definition 2.4.
Theorem 2.10. [Lad04] Let L be an L∞ algebra and M an L-module. Then, the graded
vector space L ⊕M inherits a canonical L∞ structure given by the collection of degree
2− n graded antisymmetric multilinear maps
{jn : (L⊕M)
⊗n → L⊕M}n≥1,
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satisfying the following relation for homogeneous elements (ai, ξi) ∈ L⊕M :
jn
(
(a1, ξ1), . . . , (an, ξn)
)
=
(
ln(a1, . . . , an),
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−i+|ξi|
∑n
k=i+1 |ak |mn(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , an, ξi)
)
,
where aˆi refers to omitting ai in the list.
It is sometimes convenient to switch from this algebra back to the module:
Proposition 2.11. Let L be an L∞ algebra and M an L-module. The structure maps
jn of the L∞-algebra L⊕M as above recover the structure maps mn of M .
Proof. We take the map jn : (L⊕M)
⊗n → L⊕M and consider the assignment
jn
(
(a1, ξ), (a2, ξ), . . . , (an−1, ξ), (0, ξ)
)
∈ L⊕M.
Then, by Theorem 2.10,
jn
(
(a1, ξ), (a2, ξ), . . . , (an−1, ξ), (0, ξ)
)
=
(
ln(a1, . . . , an−1, 0),
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−i(−1)|ξ|
∑n
k=i+1 |ak|mn(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , an−1, 0, ξ)
)
.
Hence the first component vanishes, and the second component collects the only possibly-
nonzero summand when i = n. Thus one obtains the following element in L⊕M :(
0, mn(a1, . . . , an−1, ξ)
)
.
If we restrict it to the second component, we recover the structure map mn. 
Definition 2.12. A morphism of L-modules f : M → N is a weak equivalence if its first
component f1 : (M,m1)→ (N, n1) is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
2.4. L∞ pairs.
Definition 2.13. An L∞ pair is an L∞ algebra L together with an L-module M . We
denote such pair by (L,M). A morphism of L∞ pairs between (L,M) and (L
′,M ′) is
a tuple (f, g) where f : L → L′ is a morphism of L∞ algebras and g : M → M
′ is a
morphism of L-modules, where M ′ is regarded as an L-module via f . We say that a
morphism (f, g) of L∞ pairs is a weak equivalence if f and and g are weak equivalences.
Proposition 2.14. (i) A morphism of L∞ pairs (f, g) : (L,M) → (L
′,M ′) induces a
morphism of L∞ algebras f ⊕ g : L⊕M → L
′ ⊕M ′.
(ii) The morphism of L∞ algebras f ⊕ g recovers the morphism of L∞ pairs (f, g).
(iii) (f, g) is a weak equivalence if and only if f ⊕ g is a weak equivalence.
Proof. For (i) let (f, g) : (L,M) → (L′,M ′) be a morphism of L∞ pairs. We show that
there exists a morphism of L∞ algebras f ⊕ g : L⊕M → L
′ ⊕M ′, that is, a collection
of degree 1− k graded antisymmetric multilinear maps
(f ⊕ g)k : (L⊕M)
⊗k −→ (L′,M ′)
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such that they satisfy Definition 2.4. Define for n homogeneous elements (ai, ξi) ∈ L⊕M
(f ⊕ g)n(a⊕ ξ) :=
(
fn(a1, . . . , an),
n∑
i=1
(−1)Ξ(n,i)gn(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , an, ξi)
)
,(2.4.1)
where Ξ(n, i) := n− i+ |ξi|
∑n
k=i+1 |ak| gives the appropriate sign when omitting one
element and shifting the remaining to the left. To satisfy Definition 2.4 we need that∑
(i,s,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(s−1)(f ⊕ g)s(ji ⊗ 1
⊗(s−1)
L⊕M )((a, ξ)σ(I))
=
∑
(k1,...,ks,τ)∈Ss,n
χ(τ)(−1)εj′s(((f ⊕ g)k1)⊗ · · · ⊗ ((f ⊕ g)ks))((a, ξ)τ(I)),(2.4.2)
where j and j′ are the L∞ algebra structures on L ⊕M and L
′ ⊕M ′, respectively, as
constructed in Theorem 2.10.
Denote by (l, m) the L∞ pair structure on (L,M), and by (l
′, m′) that on (L′,M ′).
Looking closer at the left hand side of (2.4.2), we have∑
(i,s,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(s−1)(f ⊕ g)s
((
li(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(i)),
i∑
q=1
(−1)Ξ(i,q)mi(aσ(1), . . . , aˆσ(q), . . . , aσ(i), ξσ(q))
)
,
(aσ(i+1), ξσ(i+1)), . . . , (aσ(n), ξσ(n))
)
=
=
∑
(i,s,σ)∈Sn
χ(σ)(−1)i(s−1)
(
fs
(
li(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(i)), aσ(i+1), . . . , aσ(n)
)
,
s∑
p=1
(−1)Ξ(s,p)gs
(
li(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(i)), aσ(i+1), . . . , aˆσ(p), . . . , aσ(n), ξσ(p)
))
.
Using the fact that f is an L∞ morphism and g an L-module morphism, this is equal to∑
(k1,...,ks,τ)∈Ss,n
χ(τ)(−1)ε
(
l′s(fk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fks)(aτ(I)),
s∑
p=1
(−1)Ξ(s,p)m′s(gk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gks)(aτ(1), . . . , aˆτ(p), . . . , aτ(n), ξτ(p))
)
.
By Theorem 2.10, this is the L∞ algebra structure on L
′ ⊕M ′, that is, we get the right
hand side of (2.4.2). Thus f ⊕ g is a morphism of L∞ algebras.
To prove (ii), note that restricting f ⊕ g to the first component in (2.4.1), gives f
back. To recover g we use the same method as in Proposition 2.11. Namely, consider
the assignment
(f ⊕ g)n
(
(a1, ξ), (a2, ξ), . . . , (an−1, ξ), (0, ξ)
)
∈ L′ ⊕M ′.
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Then, by (2.4.1), this is equal to
=
(
fn(a1, . . . , 0),
n∑
i=1
(−1)Ξ(n,i)gn(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , 0, ξ)
)
.
Hence, the first component vanishes, and the second component collects the only possible
nonzero summands when i = n. Thus one obtains the following element in L′ ⊕M ′:
(0, gn(a1, . . . , an−1, ξ)) .
Restricting to the second component, we recover the map gn.
Part (iii) follows from Definition 2.13. If (f, g) is a weak equivalence, we have that
both f1 and g1 are quasi-isomorphisms. By (2.4.1), (f ⊕g)1 is also a quasi-isomorphism,
thus making f ⊕ g a weak equivalence by Definition 2.5. Conversely, let f ⊕ g be a
weak equivalence. Then again this means that (f ⊕ g)1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Since
we can restrict at either component of (2.4.1), we have that both f1 and g1 are quasi-
isomorphisms; thus making (f, g) a weak equivalence. 
Remark 2.15. The category of dgl pairs of [BW15b] is a subcategory of the category
of L∞ pairs, but not a full subcategory.
2.5. Transfer theorem for A∞ algebras with extra gradings. For the long history
behind the transfer theorem see [Hue11].
Definition 2.16. A homotopy transfer diagram over K is a diagram
Ah
77
f
// B
g
oo
together with the following data:
• (A, µ1) and (B, ν1) are cochain complexes of K-vector spaces,
• f : (A, µ1)→ (B, ν1) and g : (B, ν1)→ (A, µ1) are morphisms of complexes,
• h is a collection of linear maps hn : An → An−1 such that 1A − gf = µ1h + hµ1.
Definition 2.17. Given a homotopy transfer diagram as above with (A, µ1, µ2, µ3, . . .)
an A∞ algebra, the associated p-kernels
pn : A
⊗n → A (n ≥ 2)
are the linear maps of degree 2− n defined inductively as
pn :=
∑
B(n)
(−1)θ(r1,...,rk)µk((h ◦ pr1)⊗ . . .⊗ (h ◦ prk)),
where
h ◦ p1 := 1A,
θ(r1, . . . , rk) :=
∑
1≤i<j≤k
ri(rj + 1), and
B(n) := {(k, r1, . . . , rk) | k ≥ 2, r1, . . . , rk ≥ 1, r1 + . . .+ rk = n}.
The associated q-kernels
qn : A
⊗n → A (n ≥ 1)
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are the linear maps of degree 1− n defined inductively by q1 := 1A, and for n ≥ 2 by
qn :=
∑
C(n)
(−1)n+ri+θ(r1,...,ri)µk((ψφ)r1 ⊗ . . .⊗ (ψφ)ri−1 ⊗ (h ◦ qri)⊗ 1
k−i
A )
where
C(n) := {(k, i, r1, . . . , ri) | k, i, r1, . . . , ri ∈ N, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
r1, . . . , ri ≥ 1, r1 + . . . ri + k − i = n},
(ψφ)m := gf ◦ qm +
∑
B(m)
(−1)θ(r1,...,rk)(h ◦ pk)((gf ◦ qr1)⊗ . . .⊗ (gf ◦ qrk)).
One has the following explicit form of the A∞ homotopy transfer theorem, after
[Mar06] and [Kop17, §3]:
Theorem 2.18. Let
Ah
77
f
// B
g
oo
be a homotopy transfer diagram with (A, µ1, µ2, µ3, . . .) an A∞ algebra, and consider the
associated p-kernels and q-kernels. Define
νn := f ◦ pn ◦ g
⊗n, φn := f ◦ qn, ψn := h ◦ pn ◦ g
⊗n, Hn := h ◦ qn.
Then
• (B, ν1, ν2, ν3, . . .) is an A∞ algebra structure on (B, ν1),
• ψ = (g, ψ2, ψ3, . . .) is an A∞ morphism from (B, µ) to (A, ν),
• φ = (f, φ2, φ3, . . .) is an A∞ morphism from (A, ν) to (B, ν),
• the composition ψφ is A∞ homotopy equivalent to 1A via H = (h,H2, H3, . . .).
If in addition, fg is also homotopy equivalent to 1B (so, f and g are homotopy equiva-
lences of each other), then ψ and φ are weak equivalences.
We will not recall here what a homotopy is between two A∞ morphisms; see loc. cit.
for definition. We will only use homotopy transfer diagrams where f and g are homotopy
equivalences, so that the last conclusion holds.
Corollary 2.19. Let
Ah
77
f
// B
g
oo
be a homotopy transfer diagram, where (A, µ1, µ2, µ3, . . .) is an A∞ algebra and (B, ν1)
is a complex. Suppose in addition that all the components Ai and Bi admit an extra
grading
Ai =
⊕
p
Aip and B
i =
⊕
p
Bip
such that all µn, ν1, f , g, and h are compatible with the extra grading, that is, the
restrictions of these maps to a multigraded component have image in the “right” bigraded
component as described by:
µn : A
i1
p1
⊗ . . .⊗ Ainpn → A
i1+...+in+2−n
p1+...+pn and ν1 : B
i
p → B
i+1
p ,
f : Aip → B
i
p, g : B
i
p → A
i
p, h : A
i
p → A
i−1
p .
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Then all the maps νn, φn, ψn, Hn from Theorem 2.18 are also compatible with the extra
grading, that is, their restrictions to a multigraded component have image in the “right”
multigraded component, e.g.
(2.5.1) νn : B
i1
p1
⊗ . . .⊗Binpn → B
i1+...+in+2−n
p1+...+pn
.
Proof. Since the compositions and tensor products of graded maps are graded, it suffices
to prove that the p-kernels pn and the q-kernels qn are compatible with the extra grading.
The same observation applies now to the inductive definition of pn and qn. 
The following is an extension of Kadeishvili’s minimality theorem [Kad82] to extra
gradings:
Corollary 2.20. Let A be a dga with an extra grading on each Ai, compatible with the
differential and the multiplication. Let H be the cohomology A, with the induced extra
grading on each H i. Then there exists an A∞ algebra structure (H, 0, ν2, ν3, . . .) and
an A∞ quasi-isomorphism ψ : H
∼
−→ A, such that all νn and ψ are compatible with the
multigrading induced by the extra grading, as in (2.5.1).
Proof. The proof is a just a graded version of the proof of Kadeishvili’s theorem. Let
Zp = ker dp, Bp = dp(Ap), Kp = Ap/Zp,
where dnp : A
n
p → A
n+1
p are the components with respect to the extra grading of the
differential d of A. Let Znp = H
n
p ⊕ B
n
p be a splitting of
0→ Bnp → Z
n
p → H
n
p → 0
and Anp = Z
n
p ⊕K
n
p a splitting of
0→ Znp → A
n
p → K
n
p → 0.
The splittings Anp = H
n
p ⊕ B
n
p ⊕K
n
p define a projection fp : Ap → Hp and an injection
gp : Hp → Ap which are morphisms of complexes, together with a homotopy hp : Ap →
Ap[−1] such that 1A− gf = dh+hd with f =
⊕
p fp, g =
⊕
p gp, h =
⊕
p hp. The triple
(f, g, h) is thus a homotopy transfer diagram between the complexes (A, d) and (H, 0),
such that the maps f , g, h, d, and the multiplication on A, are compatible with the
extra grading. So the previous corollary applies. 
2.6. Transfer theorem for L∞ pairs. Similarly to Theorem 2.18, one has the follow-
ing, after [LV12, Theorem 10.3.5]. We will not need the precise signs.
Theorem 2.21. Let {ln : A
⊗n → A}n≥1 be an L∞ algebra structure on a graded vector
space A. Given a homotopy transfer diagram
Ah
77
f
// B,
g
oo
between complexes (A, l1) and (B, l
′
1), suppose in addition that g is a quasi-isomorphism.
Then there exists an L∞ algebra structure {l
′
n : B
⊗n → B}n≥1 on (B, l
′
1), l
′
n = f ◦pn◦g
⊗n,
with pn defined inductively from l and h, and there is a weak equivalence of L∞ algebras
(A, l)→ (B, l′).
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Remark 2.22. Alternatively, one can describe pn as a sum over rooted trees φ of n
leaves
pn =
∑
φ
±φ(l, h).
The notation φ(l, h) stands for the multilinear operation on A⊗n defined by the tree φ
together with l and h; for the definition we refer to [LV12] for example.
Corollary 2.23. Let (C, d, [ , ]) be a dgla and (H, 0) its cohomology. Given a homotopy
transfer diagram
Ch
77
f
// H
g
oo
with g a quasi-isomorphism, there is an L∞ algebra structure {µn : H
⊗n → H}n≥2 on
(H, 0), µn = f ◦ pn ◦ g
⊗n, with pn defined inductively from d and [ , ], and there is a
weak equivalence of L∞ algebras
(H, 0, µ2, µ3, µ4, . . . )
∼
−→ (C, d, [ , ]).
Remark 2.24. Alternatively, pn can be described as a sum over rooted trees spanned
by binary trees, with n leaves, see [LV12]:
pn =
∑
φ
±φ([ , ] , h).
Theorem 2.25. Let (C,M) be a dgl pair. Then there exists an L∞ pair structure on
the cohomology pair (HC,HM) with zero differentials, and the second order operations
inherited from (C,M), together with a weak equivalence of L∞ pairs (HC,HM)
∼
−→
(C,M).
Proof. Given a dgl pair (C,M), we consider the dgla C ⊕M with differential dC⊕M and
bracket [ , ]C⊕M given by the construction from Theorem 2.10. Then, by Corollary 2.23
there is L∞ algebra structure µ
H(C⊕M) on H(C ⊕M) and a weak equivalence
(H(C ⊕M), µH(C⊕M))
∼
−→ (C ⊕M, dC⊕M , [ , ]C⊕M).
Proposition 2.14 (iii) gives us the desired weak equivalence of L∞ pairs (HC,HM)
∼
−→
(C,M). 
3. Cohomology jump functors of L∞ pairs
We recall the deformation functors of L∞ algebras. We then refine them by cohomol-
ogy jump subfunctors of L∞ pairs, extending the case of dgl pairs from [BW15b]. Then
we prove Theorems 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8.
3.1. Deformation functors of L∞ algebras. We recall some standard facts using as
reference [Man04,Get09,LV12].
Definition 3.1. Let L be an L∞-algebra with structure maps l = {ln}. The associated
Maurer-Cartan functor of L is the covariant functor
MCL : Art→ Set
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defined for all Artinian local rings (A,mA) ∈ Art by
MCL(A) =
{
ω ∈ L1 ⊗mA
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n≥1
1
n!
lAn (ω
⊗n) = 0
}
where
lAn (a1 ⊗ x1, . . . , an ⊗ xn) = ln(a1, . . . , an)⊗ x1 . . . xn,
or equivalently,
lAn = ln ⊗ idA,
is the induced L∞ algebra structure on L ⊗ mA. Note that the sum in the formula is
finite since the ideal mA is nilpotent.
Definition 3.2. Let
K[t, dt] := K[t]⊕K[t]dt
be the cdga of polynomial forms on the affine line A1
K
, that is, with t of degree 0, dt
of degree 1, and the (expected) differential d(p(t) + q(t)dt) = p′(t)dt. For a dga Z we
denote by
Z[t, dt]
the dga Z⊗K[t, dt]. For any c ∈ K and z(t, dt) ∈ Z[t, dt], there exists a unique evaluation
morphism of dga’s Z[t, dt]→ Z, z(t, dt) 7→ z(c, 0), which sends t to c and dt to 0.
For (A,mA) ∈ Art, A[t, dt] is a cdga, finite dimensional over K. Same for mA[t, dt]
which in addition is nilpotent.
The tensor product between an L∞ algebra and a cdga is naturally an L∞ algebra
[Get09, §4]. In the particular case of L ⊗ mA[t, dt], the definition of Maurer-Cartan
elements becomes
MCL (A[t, dt]) :=
{
ω ∈
(
L⊗mA[t, dt]
)1
=
(
L1 ⊗mA[t]
)
⊕
(
L0 ⊗mA[t]dt
)
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n≥1
1
n!
lA[t,dt]n
(
ω⊗n
)
=
(
idL ⊗ dA[t,dt]
)
(ω)
}
.
The evaluation of any element in this set at (t, dt) = (c, 0) is an element in MCL(A)
for any c ∈ K. Two elements ω1, ω2 ∈ MCL(A) are said to be homotopy equivalent, if
there exists an element z(t, dt) ∈ MCL(A[t, dt]) such that z(0, 0) = ω1 and z(1, 0) = ω2.
Homotopy equivalence is an equivalence relation [Get09], [Man04, Ch. IX]. For a dgla
L, homotopy equivalence is the same as gauge equivalence; this is an older result of
Schlessinger-Stasheff [SS12], rediscovered by many others, e.g. [FM07, §7], [Get09].
Definition 3.3. Let L be an L∞ algebra. The deformation functor of L is the covariant
functor
DefL : Art→ Set
defined for all (A,mA) ∈ Art by
DefL : A 7→ MCL(A)/
∼
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where ∼ denotes the homotopy equivalence relation between Maurer-Cartan elements.
Theorem 3.4. [Man04, Corollary IX.22] A weak equivalence of L∞ algebras L → L
′
induces an isomorphism of deformation functors Def(L)→ Def(L′).
3.2. Cohomology jump functors of L∞ pairs.
Definition 3.5. [BW15b, §2] Let R be a noetherian commutative ring and let M
q
be a
complex of R-modules, bounded above, with finitely generated cohomology. Then, there
always exists a bounded above complex F
q
of finitely generated free R-modules and a
quasi-isomorphism of complexes g : F
q ∼
−→ M
q
. The cohomology jump ideals of M
q
are
the ideals in R defined as
J ik(M
q
) = Irk(F i)−k+1(d
i−1 ⊕ di),
where di : F i → F i+1 are the differentials of the complex F
q
and Ir is the ideal generated
by the size r minors. The cohomology jump ideals do not depend on the choice of the
free resolution.
Definition 3.6. Let (L,M) be an L∞ pair. For all integers i and k, the cohomology
jump functors of (L,M) are the functors
Def ik(L,M) : Art→ Set
defined for all (A,mA) ∈ Art by setting
Def ik(L,M ;A) = {ω ∈ MCL(A) | J
i
k(M ⊗A, dω) = 0} /∼ ,
where ∼ is the homotopy equivalence relation, dω : M ⊗ A → M ⊗ A is the A-linear
differential
dω( ) :=
∑
n≥0
1
n!
mAn+1(ω
⊗n, )
with mAn = mn ⊗ idA and mn are the L∞ L-module structure maps on M , 0! = 1 as
usual, and J ik are the cohomology jump ideals of the complex (M ⊗ A, dω).
If (L,M) is a dgl pair, then Defik(L,M) have been defined and studied in [BW15b].
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that this definition makes sense for all L∞
pairs:
Theorem 3.7. For an L∞ pair (L,M), Def
i
k(L,M) are well-defined subfunctors of
Def(L).
More precisely, we will show first that (M ⊗A, dω) is indeed a complex of A-modules
with finitely generated cohomology, so that taking cohomology jump ideals makes sense.
Secondly, we will show that moding out by homotopy equivalence makes sense, that
is, if ω1 is a Maurer-Cartan element satisfying the vanishing of the cohomology jump
ideal condition, then every other Maurer-Cartan element ω2 homotopy equivalent to ω1
will satisfy the same vanishing condition. We will also prove that a morphism of L∞
pairs induces a morphism of the associated cohomology jump subfunctors, and that the
following L∞ version of [BW15b, Theorem 1.2] holds:
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Theorem 3.8. If (f, g) : (L,M)→ (L′,M ′) is a weak equivalence, then for all i, k ∈ Z
the induced transformation on subfunctors
(f, g)∗ : Def
i
k(L,M) −→ Def
i
k(L
′,M ′)
is an isomorphism compatible with the isomorphism of functors f∗ : Def(L) → Def(L
′)
from Theorem 3.4.
3.3. Twisted complexes. Before we give the proofs of these theorems, we need some
preliminary results.
Proposition 3.9. [CL11] [Yal16] Let L be an L∞ algebra. Let (A,mA) ∈ Art and
consider ω ∈ MCL(A), a Maurer-Cartan element. Then, one can construct an L∞
algebra (L ⊗ A)ω whose underlying graded vector space is the same as L ⊗ A, and the
L∞ structure is
{lωn : (L⊗ A)
⊗n → L⊗ A}n≥1
defined by
lωn(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
i≥0
1
i!
li+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , an).
This process is known as twisting by ω. Note that the sum above is finite, since
ω ∈ L1 ⊗mA and mA is a nilpotent ideal.
Remark 3.10. One can show easily that a morphism of L∞ algebras f : L→ L
′ induces
a morphism of twisted L∞ algebras (L ⊗ A)
ω → (L′ ⊗ A)f1(ω), since for ω ∈ MCL(A)
one has that f1(ω) ∈ MCL′(A).
We introduce twisting of modules via Theorem 2.10:
Lemma 3.11. Let L be an L∞ algebra, M an L-module, A ∈ Art, and ω ∈ MCL(A).
Then (ω, 0) ∈ MCL⊕M(A) and the twist by (ω, 0) of the graded vector space (L⊕M)⊗A
is the L∞ algebra with structure maps
{j(ω,0)n : ((L⊕M)⊗A)
⊗n → (L⊕M)⊗ A}n≥1
defined by
j(ω,0)n
(
(a1, ξ1), . . . , (an, ξn)
)
=
∑
i≥0
1
i!
ji+k
(
(ω, 0)⊗i, (a1, ξ1), . . . (an, ξn)
)
,
where ai ∈ L⊗ A, ξi ∈M ⊗A, and jn are as in Theorem 2.10.
Proof. First one needs to show that (ω, 0) is indeed a Maurer-Cartan element in (L ⊕
M) ⊗ A. We can just plug (ω, 0) in the Maurer-Cartan equation and check that it is
equal to zero through Theorem 2.10:∑
n≥1
1
n!
jn
(
(ω, 0)⊗n) =
=
∑
n≥1
1
n!
(
lAn (ω, . . . , ω),
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−imAn (ω, . . . , ωˆ, . . . , ω, 0)
)
= (0, 0).
Here, the first component is zero since ω ∈ MCL(A). This tells us that we can twist by
(ω, 0). Hence, by Proposition 3.9, ((L⊕M)⊗A)(ω,0) is an L∞ algebra. 
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Lemma 3.12. With the notation as in Definition 3.6, the map dω makes (M ⊗ A, dω)
into a well-defined complex of A-modules.
Proof. First of all, dω is a well-defined A-linear map since the sum in its definition is
finite. Now, we consider the map j
(ω,0)
1 from Lemma 3.11 and evaluate it at (0, ξ) ∈
(L⊗ A)⊕ (M ⊗A):
j
(ω,0)
1 (0, ξ) =
∑
i≥0
1
i!
ji+1
(
(ω, 0)⊗i, (0, ξ)
)
=
∑
i≥0
1
i!
(
li+1(ω
⊗i, 0), mi+1(ω
⊗i−1, 0, 0) + . . .
+mi+1(ω
⊗i−1, 0, 0) +mi+1(ω
⊗i, ξ)
)
.
Note that in the second component, when omitting one of the ω’s we get
mi+1(ω
⊗i−1, 0, 0)
)
= 0.
So the only nonzero summand is the (i+1)-st, omitting 0 ∈ L. For the first component
of jω1 (0, ξ), we always get zero. So then we have
j
(ω,0)
1 (0, ξ) =
(
0,
∑
i≥1
1
i!
mi+1(ω
⊗i, ξ)
)
Restricting the L∞ algebra differential j
(ω,0)
1 to M ⊗A, gives us a differential on M ⊗A,
easily seen to equal dω. 
Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 3.11 imply the existence of a natural twisted L∞ module
structure (M ⊗A)ω on M ⊗A over the twisted L∞ algebra (L⊗ A)
ω:
Proposition 3.13. Let L be an L∞ algebra, M an L∞ L-module, A ∈ Art, and
ω ∈ MCL(A). Then the collection of restrictions j
(ω,0)
n |M⊗A is an L∞ (L ⊗ A)
ω-module
structure on M ⊗ A, denoted (M ⊗ A)ω. Moreover, there is an equality of twisted L∞
algebras
((L⊗ A)⊕ (M ⊗A))(ω,0) = (L⊗ A)ω ⊕ (M ⊗A)ω.
Proof. From Lemma 3.11, we know the form of the twisted L∞ algebra structure on the
left hand side:
j(ω,0)n
(
(a1, ξ1), . . . , (an, ξn)
)
=
∑
i≥0
1
i!
ji+n
(
(ω, 0)⊗i, (a1, ξ1), . . . (an, ξn)
)
,
where ai ∈ L⊗ A, ξi ∈M ⊗ A, and jn are as in Theorem 2.10.
On the right hand side, going by parts we first have the twisted L∞ algebra structure
on (L⊗ A)ω, which by Proposition 3.9 is:
lωn(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
i≥0
1
i!
li+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , an).
The twisted (L⊗A)ω-module structure is given by j
(ω,0)
n |M . Looking at Proposition 2.11,
we have the following Lω-module structure:
mωn(a1, . . . , an−1, ξ) =
∑
i≥0
1
i!
mi+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , an−1, ξ).
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Now, we can apply Theorem 2.10 on the structures lω and mω, to get
jωn
(
(a1, ξ1), . . . , (an, ξn)
)
=
(
lωn(a1, . . . , an),
n∑
q=1
(−1)Ξ(n,q)mωn(a1, . . . , aˆq, . . . , an, ξq)
)
=
(∑
i≥0
1
i!
li+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , an),
n∑
q=1
(−1)Ξ(n,q)
∑
i≥0
1
i!
mi+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , aˆq, . . . , an, ξq)
)
=
∑
i≥0
1
i!
(
li+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , an),
n∑
q=1
(−1)Ξ(n,q)mi+n(ω
⊗i, a1, . . . , aˆq, . . . , an, ξq)
)
=
∑
i≥0
1
i!
ji+n
(
(ω, 0)⊗i, (a1, ξ1), . . . (an, ξn)
)
Thus, we have shown that
j(ω,0)n = j
ω
n .
Since the underlying graded vector spaces also coincide, we conclude that the L∞
algebras are the same. 
We will also need the following:
Proposition 3.14. [Laz13, §6] [Yal16, Proposition 3.8] Let L, L′ be L∞ algebras, A ∈
Art, and ω ∈ MCL(A). Let f : L ⊗ A → L
′ ⊗ A be a weak equivalence of L∞ algebras.
Then f gives a weak equivalence of twisted L∞ algebras f
ω : (L⊗ A)ω → (L′ ⊗ A)f1(ω).
As a consequence, one has:
Lemma 3.15. [Laz13, §6] Let L be an L∞ algebra and A ∈ Art. Then two homotopy
equivalent Maurer-Cartan elements ω1 ∼ ω2 in MCL(A) give rise to a weak equivalence
of twisted L∞ algebras (L⊗A)
ω1 ∼−→ (L⊗A)ω2 .
Corollary 3.16. Let L be an L∞ algebra, M an L∞ L-module, and A ∈ Art. Then
two homotopy equivalent Maurer-Cartan elements ω1 ∼ ω2 in MCL(A) give rise to a
quasi-isomorphism of twisted complexes (M ⊗ A, dω1)
∼
−→ (M ⊗A, dω2).
Proof. We consider as before the L∞ algebras L⊕M and (L⊕M)⊗A = (L⊗A)⊕(M⊗A)
corresponding to M and, respectively, M ⊗ A. Then, since ω1 ∼ ω2, we have (ω1, 0) ∼
(ω2, 0) in MCL⊕M (A). We apply Lemma 3.15 to get a weak equivalence of twisted
L∞-algebras
ϕˆ : ((L⊗A)⊕ (M ⊗ A))(ω1,0)
∼
−→ ((L⊗A)⊕ (M ⊗ A))(ω2,0).
That is, ϕˆ1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Using the last part of Proposition 3.13, the restriction
of ϕˆ1 to (M⊗A)
ω must also be a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. By the proof of Lemma
3.12, this is a quasi-isomorphism between the desired twisted complexes. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Let ω ∈MCL(A). Then (M ⊗A, dω) is a complex of A-modules
by Lemma 3.12. It is bounded above, since M is by our convention in this article.
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Moreover, the complex (M ⊗ A, dω) has finitely generated cohomology over A. The
proof of this claim is exactly the same as for the case of dgl pairs [BW15b, Lemma 3.9].
Namely, (M⊗A, dω) has a finite decreasing filtration of subcomplexes (M⊗m
s
A, dω). The
associated spectral sequence Es,t1 = H
s+t(M ⊗ msA/m
s+1
A , dω) degenerates after finitely
many pages and abutes to Hs+t(M ⊗ A, dω). Since ω ∈ L
1 ⊗ mA, one has that on
M ⊗ msA/m
s+1
A , dω = m1 ⊗ idA, where m1 is the differential on M . Since (M,m1) has
finitely generated cohomology, the same is true for the terms in the spectral sequence,
and hence for (M ⊗A, dω) as well.
We have shown thus that all the conditions from Definition 3.5 are met. Hence there
are well-defined cohomology jump ideals J ik(M ⊗ A, dω).
Now let ω′ ∈MCL(A) be homotopy equivalent to ω. By Corollary 3.16, the complexes
(M ⊗A, dω) and (M ⊗A, dω′) are quasi-isomorphic. This implies by [BW15b, Corollary
2.3] that they have the same cohomology jump ideals. Thus taking the equivalence rela-
tion by homotopy equivalence in the definition of Def ik(L,M) is a well-defined operation.
To prove that Defik(L,M)→ Def(L) is a subfunctor, now we only need to check that
a (local) morphism f : A→ A′ in Art leads to a map of sets
Defik(L,M ; f) : Def
i
k(L,M ;A)→ Def
i
k(L,M ;A
′)
for all i and k, induced by restrictions from the map
Def(L; f) : Def(L;A)→ Def(L;A′),
and compatible with compositions. Let ω ∈ MCL(A) with J
i
k(M ⊗ A, dω) = 0. Then
the image ω′ of ω under the L∞ algebras morphism L⊗A→ L⊗A
′ is in MCL(A
′), this
being part of the proof that Def(L) is a functor. Moreover, from the definition, there is
an equality of twisted complexes
(M ⊗ A′, dω′) = (M ⊗ A, dω)⊗A A
′.
By [BW15b, Corollary 2.4] there is an equality of ideals of A′
J ik((M ⊗A, dω)⊗A A
′) = J ik(M ⊗A, dω) · A
′.
Thus J ik(M ⊗ A
′, dω′) = 0. Hence the map Def
i
k(L,M ; f) is well-defined. The compati-
bility of Def ik(L,M ; f) with compositions of morphisms in Art follows from the fact that
Def(L) is a functor. 
3.4. The proof of Theorem 3.8. Similar to the proof above, for any morphism of L∞
pairs (f, g) : (L,M) → (L′,M ′), one obtains commutative diagram of natural transfor-
mations of functors
Def ik(L,M)
(f,g)∗



// Def(L)
f∗

Def ik(L
′,M ′) 

// Def(L′)
Since f is a weak equivalence, f∗ is an isomorphism of functors. To show that (f, g)∗
is also an isomorphism of functors, it is enough to show that the twisted complexes
(M ⊗A, dω) and (M
′⊗A, dω′) are quasi-isomorphic for any A ∈ Art, ω ∈MCL(A), and
ω′ = f1(ω) in MCL′(A), by [BW15b, Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4].
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By Proposition 2.14, (f, g) induces a weak equivalence of L∞ algebras f ⊕ g : L ⊕
M → L′ ⊕M ′. By Lemma 3.11, (ω, 0) is in MCL⊕M(A), and (ω
′, 0) is in MCL′⊕M ′(A).
Moreover, (ω′, 0) = (f ⊕ g)1(ω, 0) = (f1(ω), 0). By Proposition 3.14, this gives a weak
equivalence of L∞ algebras ((L⊕M)⊗A)
(ω,0) → ((L′ ⊕M ′)⊗A)(ω
′,0). By Proposition
3.13, this is the same as a weak equivalence
(L⊗ A)ω ⊕ (M ⊗ A)ω → (L′ ⊗ A)ω
′
⊕ (M ′ ⊗ A)ω
′
.
Hence this defines a weak equivalence of twisted L∞ pairs
((L⊗ A)ω, (M ⊗A)ω)→ ((L′ ⊗ A)ω
′
, (M ′ ⊗A)ω
′
)
by Proposition 2.14 again. In particular, by the definition of weak equivalence, the first
component of the L∞ modules map
(M ⊗ A)ω → (M ′ ⊗ A)ω
′
.
is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. We have seen already in the proof of Lemma
that first components are precisely the twisted complexes we want, so we get a quasi-
isomorphism
(M ⊗A, dω)→ (M
′ ⊗ A, dω′).

3.5. Proof of Theorem 1.6. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.8 together with
Theorem 2.25.
3.6. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Note that T Def(L) = T Def(HL) and T Def ik(L,M) =
T Def ik(HL,HM), where the cohomology pair is endowed with an L∞ pair structure
making it L∞ weakly equivalent to (L,M). The L∞ pair structure {ln, mn}n≥1 on
(HL,HM) satisfies l1 = 0 and m1 = 0.
It is well-known that T Def(L) = T Def(HL) = H1L. We recall the proof. By defini-
tion, T Def(HL) = Def(HL;A), where A = K[ǫ]/ǫ2. This is the set of Maurer-Cartan
elements in HL ⊗ ǫA modulo homotopy equivalence. The Maurer-Cartan condition∑
n≥1 l
A
n (ω
n)/n! = 0 is satisfied by all ω ∈ H1L⊗ ǫA.
Now let z(t, dt) ∈ MCHL(A[t, dt]). Then z = z
′ + z′′ where z′ ∈ H1L ⊗ ǫA[t],
z′′ ∈ H0L ⊗ ǫA[t]dt, and the Maurer-Cartan condition simplifies to (idL ⊗ d/dt)z
′ = 0.
Hence z′ must be constant in t and z′′ is anything. In particular, if z is a homotopy
between ω1 and ω2, with ω1, ω2 ∈ MCL(A) = H
1L ⊗ ǫA, then ω1 = ω2. Thus, there is
no homotopy equivalence to mod out by, and T Def(L) = H1L⊗ ǫA ≃ H1L.
Now T Defik(HL,HM) is Def
i
k(HL,HM ;A), with A as above. Since there is no
homotopy equivalence to mod out by, this is the set of all ω ∈ H1L ⊗ ǫA such that
the ideal J ik(HM ⊗ A, dω) = 0, where dω( ) =
∑
n≥0m
A
n+1(ω
n ⊗ )/n!. Again, m1 = 0
and multiplying more than one ω is zero. So, dω( ) = m
A
2 (ω ⊗ ). By definition,
J ik(HM⊗A,m
A
2 (ω⊗ )) is the ideal in A generated by the minors of size dimH
iM−k+1
of
(3.6.1) mA2 (ω ⊗ ) : (H
i−1M ⊕H iM)⊗ A→ (H iM ⊕H i+1M)⊗A.
Since ω = ω′ ⊗ ǫ for some ω′ ∈ H1L, mA2 (ω ⊗ ) = m2(ω, ) ⊗ ǫ. Thus multiplying
any two entries of this matrix is zero. Hence, if dimH iM − k + 1 > 1, all elements of
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Def ik(HL,HM ;A) = H
1L⊗ǫA = T Def(HL). On the other hand, if dimH1M−k+1 =
1, we see that the condition J ik(HM ⊗ A, dω) = 0 is the condition that the linear map
m2(ω
′ ⊗ ) is zero. That is equivalent to ω′ being in ker τi, with
τi : H
1L→
⊕
j=i−1,i
Hom(HjM,Hj+1M)
as in the statement of the theorem. 
Remark 3.17. If (C,M) is a dgl pair, then there is a canonical morphism of dgla’s
χ : C → End(M). Manetti [Man07] defined in this case a deformation functor Defχ
associated to χ. One can show that Defχ = Def
i
hi(C,M), where hi = dimH
iM . The
Zariski tangent space Defχ as computed in [Man07] agrees with T Def
i
hi
(C,M) as we
have computed it in Theorem 1.7.
3.7. Proof of Theorem 1.8. Firstly, note that by [BW15b, Corollary 2.5], Rik(A) is
defined scheme-theoretically by the ideal J ik(A⊗O, d⊗idO+ωuniv), where O is the affine
coordinate ring of H1, and ωuniv =
∑
j ej ⊗ xj ∈ H
1 ⊗ O is a universal element, that
is ej form a basis of H
1 and xj form the dual basis. The tangent cone at 0 of R
i
k(A) is
an analytic invariant of the germ at 0 of Rik(A). This germ pro-represents Def
i
k(A,A)
up to gauge equivalence, where (A,A) is the associated dgl pair, by the definition of
Def ik(A,A). Note that the dgla structure on A is trivial and A is connected, so the
there is no gauge equivalence to mod out by. The dgl module structure of A over itself
is equivalent to the cdga structure. By Theorem 1.6, we can replace Def ik(A,A) by
Def ik(H,H)∞, where (H,H)∞ is the associated L∞ pair structure on the cohomology
pair. By the connectedness assumption and a similar argument as in 3.6, there is no
homotopy equivalence to mod out by. Hence Defik(H,H)∞ is given by cohomology jump
ideals J ik(H ⊗O, duniv) in the completion Ô at the origin of O, where
duniv( ) =
∑
n≥0
1
n!
(µn+1 ⊗ idO)(ω
⊗n
univ ⊗ ),
and µn are the L∞ module multiplication maps of H on itself. Thus the tangent cone
at 0 of Rik(A) is given by the ideal I
i
k generated by the initial forms of elements of
J ik(H ⊗ O, duniv). By definition, the generators of J
i
k(H ⊗ O, duniv) are the minors of
size sik = dimH
i − k + 1 of the matrix of formal power series defined by di−1univ ⊕ d
i
univ.
The summands of the entries corresponding to (µn+1⊗ idO)(ω
⊗n
univ⊗ ) are homogeneous
of degree n. If we linearize all the entries of duniv, that is, if we replace duniv( ) by
µ2,univ( ) := (µ2 ⊗ idO)(ωuniv ⊗ ), each minor of size s
i
k is an initial form (of degree s
i
k)
of a generator of J ik(H⊗O, duniv). Hence J
i
k(H⊗O, µ2,univ) is contained in I
i
k. However,
Rik(H) is scheme-theoretically defined by J
i
k(H⊗O, µ2,univ), by [BW15b, Corollary 2.5].
Hence Rik(H) contains the tangent cone at 0 of R
i
k(A). 
4. Cohomology jump loci of rank one local systems
In this section we apply the theory of L∞ pairs to local systems of rank one and prove
Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.5. Throughout this section the field K is C.
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4.1. Let X be a connected topological space which has the homotopy type of a finite
CW-complex. We consider as in the introduction the complex affine torus MB(X) =
Hom(π1(X),C
∗), the moduli space of rank one C-local systems on X , and the cohomol-
ogy jump loci
Σik(X) = {L ∈MB(X) | dimCH
i(X,L ) ≥ k}.
Let ΩDR(X) be Sullivan’s cdga of piecewise smooth C-forms on X . ΩDR(X) can be
replaced by the de Rham complex of smooth C-forms on X if X is a manifold. For a
local system L , denote by ΩDR(L ) the module over ΩDR(X) obtained from the forms
with values in L .
By Kadeishvili’s theorem, there is an A∞ algebra structure on H(X,C) making it A∞
quasi-isomorphic to ΩDR(X). As we have seen, this extends to modules and passes to
L∞ pairs. That is, for a local system L there is an L∞ pair structure on
(H(X,C), H(X,L ))
making it weakly L∞ equivalent to the dgl pair
(ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L )).
Since ΩDR(X) is a cdga, itself as a dgla has zero Lie bracket. Hence the L∞ algebra
structure on H(X,C) is trivial, that is, all products are zero, by Corollary 2.23. The
dgl module structure of ΩDR(X) over itself as a dgla, is however nontrivial. Indeed,
the module products are the associative products, that is, the wedging of forms in this
case. Thus, the only non-trivial part of the L∞ pair structure on (H(X,C), H(X,L ))
is the L∞ module multiplication map m = (mn)n≥2. We will call this multiplication
map m = (mn)n≥2 a canonical L∞ module multiplication map. It depends only on the
choices (f, g, h) from homotopy transfer diagrams, as in the previous section. If L is the
constant sheaf, one has that a canonical L∞ module multiplication map of H(X,C) over
itself is the same data as an A∞ algebra structure on H(X,C), making it A∞ equivalent
to ΩDR(X). Hence, part (1) of Theorem 1.5 follows from part (2), which we now prove:
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.5. We focus on (2) since it implies (1). By [BW15b], the
formal germ of Σik(X) at L pro-represents the cohomology jump deformation functor
Def ik(ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L )) of the dgl pair. Hence, by Theorem 1.6, the formal germ of
Σik(X) at L pro-represents the cohomology jump deformation functor
Def ik(H(X,C), H(X,L ))
of the L∞ pair (H(X,C), H(X,L )).
Note first that the deformation functor Def(H(X,C)) of the L∞ algebra H(X,C)
is pro-represented by the formal germ H1(X,C)(0) at the origin of the affine space
H1(X,C). This is nothing new, and it can be seen directly from the fact that H1(X,C)
is the Lie algebra of the algebraic group MB(X), whose connected component through
the identity is (C∗)b, with b = dimH1(X,C). However, we recall here the proof via
L∞ algebras. Indeed, for (A,mA) ∈ Art, Def(H(X,C);A) is the set of Maurer-Cartan
elements
MCH(X,C)(A) =
{
ω ∈ H1(X,C)⊗mA
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n≥2
1
n!
µAn (ω
⊗n) = 0
}
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modulo homotopy equivalence. Here µAn = µn ⊗ idA, and µ = (µn)n is the L∞ algebra
structure on H(X,C). As mentioned above µn = 0 for all n, since ΩDR(X) is a cdga. So
MCH(X,C)(A) = H
1(X,C)⊗mA.
Moreover, in this set no two elements are homotopy equivalent. Indeed, for an element
z = (z′, z′′) in (H1(X)⊗mA[t])⊕(H
0(X)⊗ [t]dt), the Maurer-Cartan condition simplifies
to (d/dt)(z′) = 0. Hence z′ must be constant in t. Thus making dt = 0 and t = 0, 1 in
z, one obtains the same element in H1(X) ⊗ mA. Hence Def(H(X,C)) = H
1(X,C)(0)
as functors.
Next consider the L∞ resonance subset of H
1(X,C) defined as
Rik(X,L ) :=
{
ω ∈ H1(X,C)
∣∣ dimH i(H q(X,L ), dω) ≥ k} ,
where
dω(η) :=
∑
n≥0
1
n!
mn+1(ω
⊗n ⊗ η).
Note that by assumption, dω(η) is a finite sum of at most n0 non-zero summands. Since
for all ω ∈ H1(X,C) one has that µn(ω
⊗n) = 0 for all n > 0, (H
q
(X,L ), dω) must be a
complex. Indeed, this is classically known, see for example the full version of Proposition
3.9 in [CL11] and [Yal16]; or one can derive it directly from the compatibility of the µn
with the mn.
One endows Rik(X,L ) with a natural structure of subscheme of H
1(X,C) as follows.
Let R be the affine coordinate ring of H1(X,C). If e1, . . . , eb is a basis for the vector
space H1(X,C), then R = C[x1, . . . , xb] where x1, . . . , xb is the dual basis in the dual
vector space H1(X,C)∨. Define the universal element
ωuniv :=
∑
1≤j≤b
ei ⊗ xi ∈ H
1(X,C)⊗R.
For η ∈ H
q
(X,L )⊗ R, define an R-linear map
duniv(η) :=
∑
n≥0
1
n!
(mn+1 ⊗ idR)(ω
⊗n
univ, η).
Again this is a finite sum with at most n0 non-zero summands. Thus
(H
q
(X,L )⊗ R, duniv)
is a well-defined complex interpolating all complexes (H
q
(X,L ), dω). By construction,
Rik(X,L ) is the zero locus in Spec(R) of the cohomology jump ideal J
i
k((H
q
(X,L ) ⊗
R, duniv)) ∈ R of the universal twisted complex. This defines the scheme structure on
Rik(X,L ).
Moreover, from the definition of the cohomology jump subfunctors and the fact that
there is no homotopy equivalence to mod out by, one has that the formal germ at the
origin of Rik(X,L ) pro-represents Def
i
k(H(X,C), H(X,L )).
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To summarize, we have obtained the following commutative diagram with vertical
arrows isomorphisms of formal germs:
Rik(X,L )(0)


//
∼

H1(X,C)(0)
∼

Σik(X)(L )


//MB(X)(L ).
Moreover, the right-most isomorphism is induced by the exponential map
expL : TLMB(X)→MB(X)
from the tangent space at L of the algebraic groupMB(X), which in its turn is induced
by translation from the usual exponential map
exp : Cb = H1(X,C)→ (C∗)b
for the connected component (C∗)b of MB(X) containing 1.
From now on, the proof is the same as that of [BW17b, Theorem 1.3]. Namely, let V ′
and W ′ be two irreducible components of Σik(X) and R
i
k(X,L ), respectively, passing
through L and 0, respectively, and such that they correspond to each other under the
isomorphism from the above diagram. By translation we obtain two subvarieties V and
W of (C∗)b and Cb, respectively, isomorphic as varieties with V ′ and W ′, respectively,
and such that the exponential map induces an isomorphism between the germs of V and
W at 1 and 0, respectively. By Theorem 1.4, this implies that V is a subtorus. Hence
V ′ is a translated subtorus in MB(X). 
Remark 4.1. A statement with a similar conclusion under the assumption that the
dgl pair (ΩDR(X),ΩDR(L )) admits a finite dimensional dgl pair model was proved in
[BW17b]. Although one would like to say that this finite dimensionality assumption
implies the assumption of the previous theorem, this is at the moment not clear to us.
4.3. We will use the following result of Cirici-Horel [CH17]. As kindly pointed out to
us by J. Cirici, this is a particular case of Theorem 8.7 in [CH17], cf. Remark 8.8 from
[CH17]. This was first proven by Morgan [Mor78] in the case of smooth varieties and
extended by Cirici-Guille´n [CG14] to possibly singular nilpotent varieties. The approach
of [CH17] allows to remove the nilpotency conditions in the singular case.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a complex algebraic variety, possibly reducible. The cdga
ΩDR(X) is quasi-isomorphic to a cdga A such that:
i) for every n there is an extra grading An =
⊕
pA
n
p ;
ii) the extra grading on A is compatible with the differential and with the multiplication
on A, that is, for all integers p, n, p′, n′,
d(Anp ) ⊂ A
n+1
p and A
n
p ·A
n′
p′ ⊂ A
n+n′
p+p′ .
iii) the filtration WpA
n :=
⊕
q≤pA
n
q induces Deligne’s weight filtration on H
n(A) ∼=
Hn(X,C).
Remark 4.3. The only input from geometry needed in [CH17] to prove Theorem
4.2 is the existence of a multiplicative mixed Hodge diagram, enhancing the mixed
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Hodge structures on cohomology to the rational homotopy setting. For varieties this
is available by [Mor78], [Hai87], [NA87]. For links as defined in the introduction, this
has been constructed by [DH88]. For Milnor fibers of germs of holomorphic functions
f : (Cn, 0) → (C, 0), this has been constructed by [NA87]. The multiplicative mixed
Hodge diagrams needed in [CH17] must also be cohomologically connected, since the ex-
istence of Sullivan’s minimal models is used. Hence Theorem 4.2 also holds for connected
links and connected Milnor fibers. Since the multiplicative mixed Hodge diagrams for
varieties, links, and Milnor fibers, split into direct sums of diagrams for each connected
component, Theorem 4.2 also hold for each connected component separately. We thank
J. Cirici for this remark.
Applying Corollary 2.20 to this result, we conclude:
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a complex algebraic variety. Then on H
q
(X,C) there ex-
ists an extra grading inducing the weight filtration, and there exists an A∞ structure
µ = (0, µ2, µ3, . . .) in the canonical homotopy class of such structures such that all mul-
tiplication maps µn are compatible with the multigrading given by the extra grading, as
in (2.5.1).
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let d be the dimension of X . For this proof will use the
notation
Hn = Hn(X,C) and H = H
q
(X,C).
Recall that Hn = 0 for n < 0 and n > 2d, and the weight filtration satisfies
(4.4.1) WkH
n =
{
0 if k < 0,
Hn if k > 2n.
Theorem 4.4 provides an A∞ algebra structure µ on H , as well as an extra grading
H =
⊕
k
Hk,
which we call weight decomposition. Furthermore, this structure is compatible with µ
such that
WkH
n =
⊕
l≤k
Hnl .
Note that Hnk = 0 if k < 0 or k ≥ 2n, by (4.4.1).
Although the L∞ algebra structure is trivial on H , the L∞ module multiplication
maps of H on itself
µn : H
⊗n−1 ⊗H → H
are given by the A∞ algebra multiplication maps, as one can see from Proposition 2.7,
Theorem 2.10, and Proposition 2.11. By compatibility, the maps µn restrict to maps
µi1,...,inp1,...,pn : H
i1
p1
⊗ . . .⊗H inpn → H
i1+...+in+2−n
p1+...+pn
.
Let now ω ∈ H1, m ∈ H i, and n > 2i + 2. Write m =
∑2i
k=0mk for with mk in H
i
k.
Similarly, we have ω = ω1 + ω2 with ωk in H
1
k . Note that H
1
0 = 0 since we assume that
W0H
1 = 0. Then every non-zero term in the weight decomposition of ω⊗n⊗m has degree
at least n, which is the degree of ω⊗n1 ⊗m0. Therefore the same is true for µn(ω
⊗n⊗m),
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by compatibility of µn with the weight decomposition. However, µn(ω
⊗n ⊗ m) is an
element of H i+1, and H i+1n = 0 since n > 2(i+ 1). Hence, µn(ω
⊗n ⊗m) = 0.
In particular, µn+1(ω, . . . , ω,m) = 0 for ω ∈ H
1, m ∈ H , and n > 4 dim(X) + 2. The
claim follows from Theorem 1.5 (1). 
4.5. Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. By Remark 4.3, Theorem 4.2 is true for each
connected component of a link L, or of a Milnor fiber F , in place of X . The rest of the
proof is the similar to that of Theorem 1.1. 
4.6. The condition W0H
1 = 0.
Remark 4.5. Let X be a complex algebraic variety. If the singular locus of X is an
isolated point, then W0H
1(X,C) = H˜0(∆(E),C), where ∆(E) is the dual complex of
the exceptional divisor in any resolution of singularities of X , see [Pay13]. For a compact
variety X , W0H
1(X,C) = H1(∆(X•),C) where ∆(X•) is the dual complex (or nerve)
of a simplicial resolution X• of X [ABW13].
In general, W0H
1(X,C) = H1(Xan,C), where Xan is the Berkovich analytification
of X , by [Ber00]. A down-to-earth topological description for equidimensional varieties
has been given by [Sai18], where it is also shown that W0H
1(X,C) is the kernel of
H1(X,C)→ H1(X˜,C) given by the normalization map X˜ → X .
Example 4.6. Let X → Y be a surjective morphism of complex varieties which is a
fiber bundle with connected fiber F . Suppose that H1(Y,C) 6= 0 has positive weights
and the same for H0(Y,H1(F )) if non-zero, where H1(F ) is the local system on Y with
fibers H1(F,C). Then H1(X,C) 6= 0 but W0H
1(X,C) = 0, by the Leray-Serre spectral
sequence, since the differentials in the latter are morphisms of mixed Hodge structures.
One can construct in this way examples of irreducible multi-branch complex varieties
X with H1(X,C) 6= 0 and W0H
1(X,C) = 0:
Let C be the projectivization of the nodal cubic curve {y2 = x2 + x3} in P2, or
the union of the axes {xy = 0}. Let τC be the involution given by multiplying the
y coordinate by −1 in the first case, and exchanging the two axes in the second case.
Then H1(C/τC ,C) = 0. Let E be an elliptic curve and fix a torsion point P of order
2 on it. Denote by τE the involution Q 7→ Q + P of E. Then H
1(E/τE,C) = C
2
is pure of weight 1 since E/τE is also an elliptic curve. Let X be the quotient of
C × E by the diagonal involution (τC , τE). Then X → E/τE is a fiber bundle map
with fiber C. Moreover, H0(E/τE,H
1(C)) = H1(C,C)τC = H1(C/τC ,C) = 0, and thus
H1(X,C) = H1(E/τE ,C) = C
2 has no weight-zero.
We thank J. Kolla´r and B. Wang for these examples. See also [Sai18, §2].
4.7. The following three propositions on the Malcev Lie algebra of fundamental groups
do not involve any deformation theory. We include them for completion.
Proposition 4.7. Let X be a connected complex variety with W0H
1(X,C) = 0. Then
the associated graded Lie algebra GrWgC with respect to the weight filtration of the com-
plex Malcev Lie algebra of π1(X, x) is isomorphic to the quotient of a free Lie algebra
with generators in degrees −1 and −2 by a Lie ideal generated in degrees −2,−3, and
−4. If X is in addition projective, then the generators can be chosen only of degree −1
and the relations only of degree −2.
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The proof is the same as [ADH16, Theorem 1.2] which was stated for normal varieties.
Checking this involves a chase of the arguments in loc. cit. back to a series of results of
R. Hain. The main point is that [ADH16, Lemma 4.1] also holds for our setup:
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a connected complex variety with W0H
1(X,C) = 0. Then
there is a morphism of graded vector spaces
δ : GrWH2(X,C)→ L(Gr
WH1(X,C))
such that
GrWgC = L(Gr
WH1(X,C))/δ(Gr
WH2(X,C)),
where L(E) denotes the free Lie algebra spanned by the vector space E.
R. Hain informed us that Proposition 4.8 also holds for other spaces such as links and
Milnor fibers, due to a more general result of his on “multiplicative mixed Hodge com-
plexes” [Hai84, Theorem 11.6], see also Remark 4.3 above. We thank him for pointing
this out. In particular, one obtains the following statement for links:
Proposition 4.9. Let L be a link as defined in the introduction, with Z ′ = 0. Let L′ be
a connected component of L such that W0H
1(L′,C) = 0. Assume that Proposition 4.8
holds for L′ replacing X. Then the associated graded Lie algebra GrWgC with respect
to the weight filtration of the complex Malcev Lie algebra of π1(L
′) is isomorphic to
the quotient of a free Lie algebra with generators in degrees −1 and −2 by a Lie ideal
generated in degrees −2 and −3.
Proof. The proof is the same as [ADH16, Theorem 1.2], with the only difference that
H2(L′,C) has weights 0, 1, 2, 3, but not 4, see [PS08, Theorem 6.14]. 
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